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Abstract. We claim that attacks can evade the comprehension of security tools that rely on knowledge of standard system call interfaces
to reason about process execution behavior. Our attack, called Illusion,
will invoke privileged operations in a Windows or Linux kernel at the request of user-level processes without requiring those processes to call the
actual system calls corresponding to the operations. The Illusion interface will hide system operations from user-, kernel-, and hypervisor-level
monitors mediating the conventional system-call interface. Illusion will
alter neither static kernel code nor read-only dispatch tables, remaining
elusive from tools protecting kernel memory.

1

Illusion Attack

Honeypots and other utilities designed to audit, understand, classify, and detect
malware and software attacks often monitor process’ behavior at the system call
interface as part of their approach. Past research has developed a widespread
collection of system-call based systems operating at user or kernel level [1,5,2,4]
and at hypervisor level [3]. Employing reference monitors at the system call
interface makes intuitive sense: absent ﬂaws in the operating system (OS) kernel,
it a non-bypassable interface, so malicious code intending to unsafely alter the
system will reveal its behavior through the series of system calls that it invokes.
Current malware increasingly makes use of kernel modules or drivers that
help the user-level process perform malicious activities by hiding the process’
side eﬀects. For example, the rootkits adore and knark hide processes, network
connections, and malicious ﬁles by illegitimately redirecting interrupt or system call handling into their kernel modules. Redirection can alter the semantic
meaning of a system call—a problem for any system that monitors system calls
to understand the behavior of malware. Jiang and Wang address this class of
attack:
Syscall remapping requires the modiﬁcation of either the interrupt
descriptor table (IDT) or the system call handler routine... [3]
Systems like that of Jiang and Wang assume that protections against illegitimate
alteration of the IDT or system call handler will force malicious software to
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always follow the standard system-call interface when requesting service from
the kernel.
Unfortunately, this assumption does not hold true. Malicious code can
obfuscate the Windows or Linux system call interface using only legitimate functionality commonly used by kernel modules and drivers. Our Illusion attack will
allow malicious processes to invoke privileged kernel operations without requiring the malware to call the actual system calls corresponding to those operations.
In contrast to prior attacks of the sort considered by Jiang and Wang, Illusion
will alter neither static kernel code nor read-only dispatch tables such as the
IAT or system call descriptor table (SSDT). During the execution of malware
augmented with the Illusion attack, an existing system-call analyzer will see a
series of system calls diﬀerent that those actually executed by the malware.
The Illusion attack is possible because a number of system calls allow legitimate dispatch into code contained in a kernel module or driver, and this permits
an attacker to alter their semantics. Consider ioctl: this system call takes an
arbitrary, uninterpreted memory buﬀer as an argument and passes that argument to a function in a kernel module that has registered itself as the handler for
a special ﬁle. Benign kernel modules legitimately register handler functions for
such ﬁles; a malicious module performing the same registration exhibits no behaviors diﬀerent than the benign code. However, a call to ioctl will be directed
into the malicious module’s code together with the buﬀer passed to ioctl as an
argument. In user-space, we marshal a malware’s actual system call request into
this buﬀer, and we then use the kernel module to unmarshal the request and
invoke the appropriate kernel system call handler function. With this interface
illusion in place, the kernel still executes the same operations that the malware
instance would have executed without the obfuscation. However, system call
monitoring utilities would observe a sequence of ioctl requests and would not
realize that malicious operations had occurred.
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